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3ds max 2009 - vray, mental ray | rhinoceros | grasshopper | revit | autocad | sketchup | adobe cs4  -  illustrator,  photoshop, indesign | 
ms office | html + css

digital skills

education   2002-2008         university of kansas m.arch school of architecture and urban planning

    2007           summer institute architecture in france

education

honors and awards 2008             leed ap new construction

    2007           archivolta magazine january new school of architecture

    2007           cooper hewitt museum “designing for the other 90%” 7th ward shade structure

    2007             domus magazine vol. 905 july-august 7th ward shade structure

    2006             aia merit award kansas city chapter 7th ward shade structure

    2002-2004         dean’s list

    2002-2008         national society of collegiate scholars

    2002             whittaker leadership scholarship

    2002                  missouri bright flight scholarship

honors and awards

work experience  08/10 - present     vern kimmell p.e. ncarb st. louis, freelance

       
      

    06/08 - 03/09     owp/p architects chicago intern

                   part of design development team for school renovation and addition
                   developed a Mumbai school prototype
                    refined innovative learning/teaching methodology for Bruce Mau Design-OWP/P joint publication - THE THIRD TEACHER

    05/07 - 08/07     ibos & vitart architects paris intern

                   generated 3d model for competition winning boulogne-billancourt housing complex
                   produced general design documents for city council and client review
                   archived and visited various completed projects

    03/06 - 04/06     7th ward community garden new orleans volunteer work

                   designed and built prefabricated shade structure to aid in community rebuilding
                   learned digital prototyping cad cam skills and long distance design build strategies

    05/05 - 08/05     habitat for humanity st louis volunteer work

work experience
renovated fireplace and various built-ins for residential client
renovation of poolhouse
master bedroom suite addition
interior renovation of existing kitchen, upstairs bedrooms, updating bathrooms

waldman residence
design-build work

hilton residence
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ryan beebe                                                                  

objective                                   objective                                   interested in gaining a more detailed understanding of the comprehensive design and building process that ultimately propels my 
professional development to the next level

ryan.c.beebe@gmail.com 314.412.8766



mexico city central bank

new orleans house prototype 

+ professional work owp/p 

chicago architecture museum

lawrence performing arts center 

paris housing block 

new orleans shade structure

*All student work produced individually except where noted



mexico city central bank
5th year student work

As a precursor to the initial design stages, I was asked to define and form opinions on aspects of globalization and to develop an idea of what a bank really is in today’s society. Consequently, 
a statement was made regarding the veiled nature of a bank [as opposed to the institution’s proclaimed and prized quality of transparency], which led to the monumental feel of the more 
visible southern facade and an exposed northern facade that reveals the inner workings of the bank to the revolutionary monument and the city beyond. The dynamic, ever changing nature of 
globalization informed my decision to make different programmatic volumes able to be installed or taken out of the tower depending on the need [based on economic vitality and technological 
advancements eliminating the need for a typical desk job]. Therefore, the building would change over time, becoming more and less dense, acting as a barometer for the economy of Mexico 
City at any particular instant.
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chicago architecture museum
5th year student work

Flexibility and open-ness were the driving forces behind the initial formal and programmatic organization.  The small footprint and building envelope keeps the current parkspace useable and 
doesn’t overwhelm the existing contemporary art museum.  The procession through the building leads the visitor to a framed vantage point of chicago that also reconnects the architecture 
museum to the contemporary art museum to the west.  Through the use of a tiered gallery system, visitors can catch glimpses of the entire museum’s content.  The museum curator can 
display drawings and more light sensitive pieces beneath the three main galleries, away from natural light.  A small theater is tucked underneath the second gallery.  The space is left column 
free through the use of a diagrid structural envelope and a bridge-like floor and roof truss system.
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lawrence performing arts center
4th year student work

The brief for this project called for an [800 seat] recital hall, a [400 seat] drama theater, and a [100 person] cinema, all in one unified complex.  public plazas and outdoor space played an 
important part in the introduction of the overall scheme into the Lawrence downtown city fabric.  Acting as a gathering space for the downtown area as a whole, the center required a large 
amount of open space that could be adapted for exhibitions and other civic events.

LOCATION PLAN
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new orleans housing prototype + garden pavilion
3rd year student work

VOLUMETRIC COMPONENTS

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1

This project was entered into the Tulane sponsored NOLA competition.  the basis for the design revolves around integrating a modular more private volume [12 ‘ x 10’ bays] 
with a public volume wrapped in a ribbon.  Both systems are raised off the ground in the event of another flood and are an evolution of the traditional creole shotgun style 
home.



3rd year student work

CORNER SITE VARIATION LOWER INCOME VARIATION

WEST ELEVATION

CORNER SITE VARIATION



CROSS SECTION
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new orleansgarden pavilion

CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE + JOINERY

Designed and built prefabricated shade structure to aid in community rebuilding.   
Learned digital prototyping cad cam skills and long distance design build strategies

*class team project - responsible for presentation materials and roof design/construction



paris boulogne billancourt housing block
4th year internship ibos & vitart

*Responsible for 3d model for competition winning paris boulogne billancourt housing complex.  Produced general design documents for city council and client review.  



*Responsible for 3d model for competition winning paris boulogne billancourt housing complex.  Produced general design documents for city council and client review.  

On the Billancourt bank, opposite Seguin Island, are two dominant territorial components.  First the river, linear,  infinite, which divides the site horizontally, then the island itself which, in 
moulding to the curve of the river, forms a crucible in relation to the open trapezium, creating a transverse connection with the river.  The project echoes the linearity of the landscape on the 
river side and exploits the fragmentation on the park side, to give the site a sense of depth. 



professional work at owp/p cannon design

The project scope includes renovation of 3/4 of the existing program of a large K-12 parochial school plus a three phase addition plan.  The middle school wing adds 8 more classrooms and 
manages to keep within the current school’s design language with the same exterior materials but also brings in much more daylight.

chicagotimothy christian school 



outdoor play area

kindergarten
medical clinic

150 students/
floor learning 
communities

Taking cues from the 
colorful  Mumbai context 
and its reknowned textile 
industry, the project 
incorporates a rooftop 
play area shaded by fabric 
panels.  The ground floor 
brings much needed 
greenery to the children.  
break out spaces on 
each floor are provided 
for group work and social 
interaction is increased by 
way of the large staircase 
that doubles as theaters/
mini auditoriums. 

mumbaischool prototype



The design for a new architecture building on the KU campus strove to unify a relatively large, complex 
program [130,000 ft² + 600 students and faculty] while creating a new identity for the architecture school 
within the larger campus context.  Concepts of adaptive light control, varying degrees of transparency, and 
structural clarity were explored

STUDENT WORK REVISION IN PROGRESS...

new school of architecture
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